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The distribution mode of highly intensive acoustic radiation at overcoming 

sound barriers by aircrafts has been analyzed. The phenomenon is considered as an 

external disturbing factor that affects the construction of the aircraft, when its 

surface transforms from a completely solid state into the state of impedance (there is 

an elastic interaction). There has been established the cause of such internal 

phenomenon ("slam"), which occurs during the sound barrier; its structure in space 

and time and the impact of acoustical wave on aeronautical equipment to further 

advance in finding solution to the problem of reducing errors of inertial navigation 

equipment. 
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Introduction 

The significant issue for the rocket and space technology is the improvement of 

the accuracy of inertial navigation equipment carriers, which serve for aeronautical 

purposes. 

The penetrating acoustic radiation is one of the external factors (angular 

fuselage pitching, vibration, thermal torch rocket engines), which affects the accuracy 

of inertial navigation systems. 

The overall level of acoustic field in the vicinity of jet stream can reach 180 dB 

in the frequency band width of 0 to 10 kHz (it is a well-known fact that sound 

radiation takes about 1% of the mechanical engine power). Such mode has been 

considered in detail and observed from the start of launch vehicle (LV) from the 

Earth surface i.e. from the mines. Usually the acoustic radiation reaches 140-150 dB, 

which is observed in natural conditions in space RN space rocket that jets blown [1]. 



When aircraft overcomes the sound barrier the level of acoustic emission for 

different classes of vehicles may increase by 10 times in comparison to its level at the 

start. Sound pressure of such intensity will have a significant impact not only on the 

construction of aircraft, but also on the mechanical systems on-board equipment. 

Presentation of the basic material 

During the flight of the moving objects with low trajectories in the dense 

atmosphere there can be observed a phenomenon, known as the sound barrier, which 

accompanies the movement of aircraft (planes, missiles) at speeds fairly close to the 

speed of sound, or even exceed it. 

Let us define a class of carriers, such as the ballistic missiles (BM), which are 

subject to this phenomenon. The flight time of the vertical launch from submarines 

BM is about 15 minutes at 2800 km range and with normal trajectory, and 7-8 

minutes in flight at low trajectories [2]. 

The rocket that flies with the supersonic speed creates aerodynamic flow, which 

leads to the sound strike. The stream is formed mainly by waves of compression and 

expansion waves, which are located between them. The compression waves overlap 

with one another with the increasing distance from the aircraft, leading to a sharp 

increase of pressure at the beginning and at the end of this system of waves. Similar 

increases in pressure are called consolidation jumps (shock waves) (fig. 1). The 

system of waves accompanying missile has almost conical form, and usually reaches 

Earth's surface, where it gets reflected and scattered, depending on its features. 

At the edge of the shock wave, which has a very small thickness (small share of 

mm), almost like jumps the drastic changes in the characteristic of the flow occur - its 

speed, in relation to the body, decreases and becomes subsonic, the pressure in the 

flow and gas temperature increases through the jump. Part of the kinetic energy flux 

converts to internal energy of gas. The higher speed of the supersonic flow, the 

greater the changes are. 

 



 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the shock wave rocket –  

change of overpressure Δp depending from time t 

 

The time from the first strike till the second peak of pressure is called the overall 

duration Δt (fig. 1). The rise time τ varies usually from 1 to 30 ms (the mean is 10 

ms), the time Δt – from 100 to 400 ms (increases with increasing length of the rocket 

and to a lesser degree with increasing altitude) [3]. Measured data of the rise time τ 

are more apparent and seem lager than it was expected from the theoretical 

consideration of a flat jump strengthening, taking into account friction and heat. The 

reasons for such an outcome may be the increase of the air density during the 

appearance and distribution of shock waves, the turbulence in the lower layers of the 

atmosphere, and also focusing effect due to change in temperature and wind speed. 

Due to small deviations in the atmospheric pressure, on the diagram of 

maximum overpressure Δpmax minor fluctuations are observed, and pressure curve can 

be sharp or rounded at its end. During the noise strike, due to the similarity of the 

diagram overpressure with the Latin letter N, the new appearing is often called 

perturbation N-shaped wave (fig. 1). 

Passing by the aircraft the sound barrier is accompanied by "slam". Slam — is a 

sound strike of a high level, nearly of 240 N/m
2
 (180 dB and above) [4]. 

Acoustic wave transforms into a sound wave, and passes through the body of the 

device and under Chief Aerodynamic Part (CAP), which is the most vulnerable part 

of the rocket, similar to the sound bridge, and generates non-linear oscillation 

(including resonance) in mechanical systems of onboard equipment, which results in 



stressed-strained state of suspension gyroscope, which is regarded by devices as 

"useful" incoming signal and consequently leads to errors of inertial navigation 

equipment. 

Conclusion 

The distribution mode of highly intensive penetrating acoustic radiation at 

overcoming sound barriers by aircrafts targeted at further reduction of the errors of 

inertial navigation has been analyzed. 

The noise strike (the slam), though the elastic interaction with the construction 

of a moving object greatly affects the mechanical systems of on-board equipment.  

The acoustic strike of high intensity when dealing with aircraft sound barrier 

makes a significant impact on aeronautical equipment that serves as the appearance 

of additional errors. As a result, errors of navigation equipment lead to poor tactical 

and technical characteristics of the pH and reduce passport characteristics of devices 

and systems of command and measurement complex flying machines as a whole. 
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